Development of Mathematics Learning Model Based on a Metakognitif Approach with Student Character Involving Student Emotional Intelligence
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Abstract: The long term goal of this research is to produce a mathematics learning model that involves emotional intelligence to build student character. Development of learning model conducted in this research follow the development model of Plomp consist of 5 phase: (a) initial review, (b) design, (c) realisation (construction), (d) test, evaluation, and revision and (e) implementation.
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1. Introduction

Wellman (1985) states that: Metacognition is a form of cognition, second or higher order thinking processes involving active control over cognitive processes. This can be simply defined as thinking about thinking or “cognition of a person about cognition.” Metacognition as a form of cognition, or immunization process involves a higher level of thinking, involving control of cognitive activity.

Flavell & Brown in stating that metacognition is knowledge (knowledge) and regulation (regulation) on a person's cognitive activities in the learning process. While Moore (2004) states that: Metacognition refers to a person's understanding of his knowledge, so that a deep understanding of his knowledge will reflect his effective use or clear description of the knowledge in question. This shows that knowledge-cognition is one's consciousness of what he or she really knows and the cognitions are how one organizes his cognitive activity effectively. Therefore, knowledge-cognition contains declarative, procedural, and conditional knowledge, while cognitions include planning, prediction, monitoring, testing, revision, checking, and evaluation.

At the formal stage of thinking, the child is able to reason scientifically, testing the hypothesis he makes, and they are able to reflect a result through a well-constructed understanding. At this time, they began to develop reasoning and logic to solve problems (Wadsworth, 1984). The level of formal operational thinking is essentially metacognition, since formal operations involve thinking about propositions, hypotheses and imagining all possible cognitive objects (Flavell, 1985).

Facts show that in a very micro scale, the process of learning mathematics in almost all levels and types of education are still concentrated on the circumstances associated with the left brain's ability of learners. Conversely the ability of the right brain has not been developed, even almost never developed a serious and systematic. This condition causes the mathematics education in particular is only able to produce beings who lack self-awareness, less creative, less independent, and less able to communicate seamlessly with the physical environment and social life. Mathematics education is expected to contribute to the empowerment of all citizens become religious, knowledge and skills to live. This hope will be achieved when the potential of the right brain function optimally together with high emotional intelligence as well. The importance of character and emotional intelligence need to be considered in the learning, the authors conducted research on the development of learning mathematics model based on student character involving emotional intelligence student teachers. The results of this research are Mathematics Learning Model Based on Student Character Involving Student Emotional Intelligence on Methodological Research in Mathematics Education course valid, practical and effective. This research was conducted to answer the question of how the characteristics of Mathematics Learning Model Based on Student Character Involving Student Emotional Intelligence?

2. Literature Review

Understanding of the character according to the Ministry of National Education Language Centre is congenital, heart, soul, personality, character, behaviour, personality, triat, nature, temperament, character (in Suyanto, 2009). According Tadkiroaun Musiroh (in Fuadi, 2011), a character refers to a set of attitudes, behavior, motivation and skills. Character is a personality that includes, among others, honesty of someone who usually has to do with the properties that are relatively fixed. Thus the character of the values of human behavior associated with the Almighty God, ourselves, our fellow human beings, the environment, and nationality embodied in thoughts, attitudes, feelings, words, and actions based on religious norms, laws, manners, culture, and customs.

2.1 Emotional Intelligence

Shapiro (1999: 5) argues that the term "emotional intelligence" was first introduced by psychologist Peter Salovey (1990) from Harvard University and John Mayer of the University of New Hampshire. They explain the emotional quality that is essential to success. The quality of these qualities among others: empathy, like others, express and understand the feelings, the personal problem-solving skills, anger control, perseverance, self-reliance, solidarity, adaptability, friendliness, and respect. Goleman (2000)
suggested aspects of Emotional Intelligence (EI). Emotional Intelligence aspects described as follows (1) Emotional Self-Awareness (2) Empathy, reading emotions, (3) Establishing a relationship. It can be concluded that Emotional Intelligence is the ability to recognize your feelings and the feelings of others, the ability to motivate oneself, the ability to manage emotions well in ourselves and in association with others. Emotional intelligence includes the different ability and complementary to the purely cognitive abilities that have been previously known, namely the intelligence of the academic / intellectual / rational (IQ). Although a high IQ but low EI, usually not much help in almost all aspects of life. IQ and EI reveal the different activity in brain. IQ is based on the work of the neocortex, which is a layer in developing the latest evolution in the upper part of the brain.

Emotional intelligence is a person's ability to innovate in synergy with the work team to achieve the goals of the organization or group together; skills of emotional intelligence involves skill in managing one's self and others; social skills of emotional intelligence skills in managing labor relations and interaction in the dynamics of life. Here, one is not enough to just have a feeling but demanded also to learn to acknowledge, respect your feelings, the feelings of others in accepting the opinion properly and appropriately. If emotional intelligence is associated with modern life, the emotional intelligence plays an important role for the success of one's career, in the broad sense is very influential to success through life. Under normal circumstances, the routine activity of a person's emotions can not be observed. But emotions can emerge and be observed from facial expressions, tone of voice, facial expression, body language. This emotional expression, can be seen when the relationships with others and need each other.

2.2 Character and Emotional Intelligence

Emotional intelligence is not based on intelligence of a child but on a former so-called "character" or "personal characteristics". The very latest research found that social and emotional skills are more important to the success of life rather than intellectual ability. Students are unique individuals who have the potential and experience the growing process, where in the process of development, it requires that the nature and pattern is not determined by the educators (supervisor), but by the students themselves. Cooper and Sawaf (2001) revealed that if the power that drives intelligence in aspects of life until the end of the 20th century is IQ, it is based on proof that more and more in the early 21st century, which will be instrumental is EI and its relevant forms practical intelligence and creative other. Emotions, as well as body and mind, contains the history of his life, his experience, his deep understanding and relationships with other people in his life. Emotions include feelings of a person and the person entering the system in the form of energy that can be created at any time and can also be destroyed, but its still flowing. This energy is transformed into EI and these changes will impact on the work, life, and relationships. According to Goleman that cognitive abilities affect a person's emotional intelligence. Knowledge will affect the people around him, and he will become a model and a driving force in the organization. His ability can be monitored from its ability to lead and encourage people to work well. Able to control the feelings of themselves and others, and use those feelings to integrate thought and action. That is the feeling of one's influence on decisions or actions in work. A leader before deciding anything important in the organization will combine his feelings, his knowledge, his experience and includes feelings of others. Aspects of Emotional Intelligence considered in this research those are motivate it self, take initiative, responsibility, kinship, and mutual trust, caring, ductility, and toughness. PMK2E model developed in this research is a blend Model Plomp (1997), Nieven (1999), and Joyce, Weil and Shower (1992). The main objective of this research is to determine a mathematics learning model by considering the character-based emotional intelligence. Joyce and Weil (Suparno, 2000) suggested that one strategy for learning as a learning models (Models of Teaching) can be grouped into four families / clump, the clumps social, clumps of process information, clumps personal, and clumps of system behavior or behavioral system. At this approach complex tasks that are broken down into more specific tasks that can be are owned by the students. Mathematics learning model that will be developed in this research refers to the learning model proposed by Joince, Weil and Shower (1992) as noted above. The stages of the stages or phases of a phase that will be pursued in the process of developing a model that you want to follow the way of phasing presented by Plomp (1997). Arends (1997) suggested that the learning model oriented learning approach that will be used, as well as the learning objectives, the steps of learning, learning environment, and classroom management. Characteristics of learning models according to Arends, includes four things: (1) rational theoretical arranged logically by the developer, (2) the rationale of the objectives to be achieved in learning, (3) forms of teaching activities necessary to support Implementation of model effectively, and (4) the atmosphere of learning environment that can support the achievement of learning objectives.

3. Method

3.1 Procedure

Here are respectively described activities performed at each phase of development.

1) Phase-1 Initial Review Initial review phase of PMK2E Model development consist of two things, namely initial investigation about learning model and learning support instrument.

2) Phase-2 Design In this Phase-2 was designed Mathematics Learning Model based on student Character involving student Emotional Intelligence. Activity in this Phase-2 includes (a) designing syntax of the learning that takes into account the student emotional intelligence, (b) designing social systems or the learning environment, the situation or the rules that apply in the PMK2E Model, (c) determining the support system, (e ) preparing the effect of learning, both instructional effect and nurturant effect.

b. Designing Learning Tool In this Phase-2 supports tool that is designed in accordance with the draft of PMK2E Model. The tool are designed, that the lecturer guideline book, and student guideline book.

3) Phase-3 Realisation a. Realisation of Learning Model In this phase-3 is made or created a learning model as a
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5) Students to try and teach them to persevere when solving using strategies. Sometimes, there's only one way to solve a problem, but many times there are multiple avenues to the answer. When teaching, model several strategies for understanding and exploring a concept. Encourage students to apply high-level skills when given problems and focus on the thought process involved in the solution.
4. Conclusion

Optimal development in all aspects is the success factor of a future child. Patterns of parenting and education conducted by parents, teachers and the environment will affect the quality of children. Without ignoring other aspects, cognitive development becomes an important focus in addition to physical development in childhood.

Along with the improvement of cognitive abilities, the child begins to realize that the mind is separate from one's object or action. The child can already begin to organize his thoughts in a simple form. Based on Flavel's research, a 3-year-old child has the ability to organize his thoughts. This ability is called metacognitive, which is an awareness of our own cognitive, how our cognitive works and how to manage it. This ability is especially important for the efficient use of our cognitive in solving problems. In summary metacognitive can be termed as “thinking about thingking”.

Students can use metacognitive strategies in learning include the following three stages: designing what they want to learn; Monitor self-development in learning; And assess what is learned. Metacognitive strategies can be used for any study of any field of study. It is important to direct them in order to consciously control the thinking process in learning.

To improve students' metacognitive abilities, teachers can design learning related to metacognitive ability but are infuse / additional in learning or not separate learning.
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